FREE TEE DEALS NEAR END OF ILL-FATED HISTORY.

Supplying patented tees free to golf players, a practice that two years ago reached its apex as an evil in the golf business, is practically through as a disturbance in golf goods merchandising.

Golf clubs that supplied free tees to their members found that the members kicked because the type of tee each individual preferred was not given away. As is customary with free deals, no matter what type of merchandise was distributed gratis, the most active voices in the club always wanted something else. Tees by the thousands ran up golf club costs and resulted in additional expense policing the grounds as no one stopped to pick up a free tee. The tees given away as advertisements became so common that they lost their novelty advertising value.

Tee manufacturers who consider the pro business interest as well as the desire of each player to keep his club operating costs low, have discouraged the free tee deals. The Granby Mfg. Co., makers of the “Peg” tee, pointed out in a March GOLFDOM advertisement that the average player’s expense for tees during an entire season is only about what it costs him for one good golf ball. Granby further commented that the spirit of the times in calling for elimination of wasteful practices in club operation, sounds the signal for cancelling free tee distribution.

Nieblo Mfg. Co., “Reddy” tee makers, record one of their numerous observations anent discontinuance of free tees at golf clubs.

Nieblo says: “The Oakwood G. C., Cleveland, Ohio, decided in 1926 to throw out all the sandboxes and install ballwashers in their places. Each member was asked to buy tees from their pro. After this plan had been in operation several months, the Oakwood club reported that it was entirely satisfactory, as not one complaint had been registered from any of the 400 members.”

Another angle not to be overlooked is the relation of the club professional to the membership. The pro is employed by the members, and one of his duties is to run the pro shop, which means that he must keep a complete line of up-to-date golf supplies, at his own expense, for resale. One of the outstanding advantages to the pro in having tees in his shop is that almost every member at one time or another comes into his shop for them.

C. C. Prindle, Secy., North Hempstead C. C. covers the expense phase of the situation in the two last paragraphs of a letter to Nieblo, by stating:

“We were giving away approximately 10,000 tees a month which in the course of a year means an item of about $250.00. Recently we discontinued the practice.”

A Full Inch of Water With This New Quick Coupling Valve

For modern, hoseless systems, the new Economy Quick Coupling Valve is a boon to better water distribution. It is a true valve, not a snap valve, and allows full water passage. Its seat is leather, non-leaking, easy to replace. The opening and closing operation is positive—and no hose to buy.

Economy Sprinklers take care of every sprinkling situation, making every water system entirely adequate. They are economically and efficiently aiding the greenkeepers on half the golf courses of this country and Canada. Simple and rugged, there is an Economy Sprinkler for every need—for quick coverage, large and small coverage, for low and high pressure water systems.

Write for the name of our agent nearest you. He can give you demonstration and some worthwhile information.

ECONOMY IRRIGATION CO., Inc.
21 Spokane St. Seattle, Wash.

Distributors in Leading American and Canadian Cities

ECONOMY SPRINKLERS